In a recent article published in Omar et al. (2013) , Omar et al. proposed two policies to deal with the integrated system comprises raw material supplier, manufacturer and buyer. In the first policy they considered equal shipment interval while for the second policy they assumed equal shipment lot size. In this paper, we propose an optimal policy where the shipment intervals as well as the lot sizes are varied.
Introduction
Over the least few decades, the just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing system, in the context of US manufacturing system, has been widely studied [2] . In this system, the raw material supplier, the manufacturer and the buyer work in a cooperative manner to synchronize JIT purchasing and selling in small lot size as a means of minimizing the total supply chain cost. In a recent article published in [1] , Omar et al. proposed two policies to deal with such system. In the first policy they considered equal shipment interval while for the second policy they assumed equal shipment lot size. In this paper, we propose an optimal policy where the shipment intervals as well as the lot sizes are varied. In the following text, we explore a procedure to determine an optimal policy of the system. The notation in this paper are similar to [1] .
In this system, a single product inventory is considered over a finite planning horizon. No shortages are permitted. During the production up-time, the finished product becomes immediately available to meet the demand. The demand rate f ðtÞ of finished product is assumed to be linearly decreasing over time t 6 T and f ðtÞ P 0. The finite production rate is P units per unit time where P > f ðtÞ for all t. Finally, only one type of raw material is considered in order to produce the finished product.
Mathematical model formulation
The following notations are used in this system. 2. C 1 is the ordering cost for raw material 1. 3. C b is the shipment cost. 4. H p is the inventory carrying cost per unit per unit time for finished product at the manufacturer end. 5. H 1 is the inventory carrying cost per unit per unit time for raw material 1. 6. H b is the inventory carrying cost per unit per unit time at the buyer's side. 7. n is the number of shipment. 8. m is the raw material's lot size factor and equivalent to the number of raw material instalment.
From [1] i.e. for the demand rate f ðtÞ ¼ a À bt; b > 0; t Ã 6 a=b, the total relevant cost for the system per unit time, TRC, is
The optimal policy is similar with [3, 4] . For a given T; m and n, we would like to find the sequence of shipment size (or time) which needs to be replenished when the inventory level at the buyer is about to run out. The quantity of stock x is the amount which the buyer needs at the beginning of a production cycle to meet demand during the time it takes for the vendor to manufacture the quantity of stock which will make up the first shipment, q 1 , where q 1 ¼ PðT À t x Þ and also q 1 ¼ R t 1 0 f ðtÞ dt.
In order to be able to despatch the second shipment at time t 1 , then Pt 1 P q 2 or t 1 P q 2 =P where
Similarly, we also have Pðt 2 À t 1 Þ P q 3 or t 2 P ðq 2 þ q 3 Þ=P where t 2 ¼ ð1=bÞ a À ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi a 2 À 2bðq 1 þ q 2 Þ p . We repeat this process until t nÀ1 . In this system, we assumed this cycle is repeat until t n ¼ T. For a given T, we find the value of m and n that ensures minimum value of TRC. Finally, the non-linear constrained optimization problem for determining the optimal policy (optimum value of ft i g and T) becomes,
Min:
TRCðm; n; q 1 ; ft j g; TÞ
Numerical example and conclusion
In a solution for a given pair ðm; nÞ we obtain TRC opt ðm:nÞ and T opt ðm; nÞ. In numerical examples given below only the values of TRC opt will be presented (the values of T opt will be omitted).
To demonstrate the performance of the model, several numerical examples have been provided here by using the problems and data from [1] where f ðtÞ ¼ a À bt with a ¼ 7000; b ¼ 700;
We find the optimal solution by using Microsoft Excel Solver Function. Table 1 gives the minimum total relevant cost for the system per unit time for an optimal policy, for the policy with equal shipments lot size in (. . .) and for the policy with equal shipments interval in [. . .] for several combination of m and n. The best solution for each policy is when the number of raw material instalment, m ¼ 2 and the number of shipment, n ¼ 7. The Table 2 gives the minimum total relevant cost for all policies for difference value of b. The optimal number of raw material instalment and shipment for all policies are when m ¼ 2 and n ¼ 7. PD q ðPD t Þ is the difference between the minimum total relevant cost for the policy with equal shipments lot size (for the policy with equal shipments interval) with PD opt .
